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That night, Harvey and also Gareth met. 

Gareth was beyond elated that Yvonne consented to step forward face to face and also go 

over matters with him. 

3 years ago, before Samuel entered the Sue family, there was a countless number of males 

who pursued Yvonne. 

Countless people wanted to jump on intimate terms with her, which was the reason the Sue 

household’s wedding celebration triggered a sensation in the whole Cloud City. 

On that particular day, several desperate guys shouted and even more individuals cursed 

Samuel behind his back for being a hypergamic. 

It was difficult for Gareth not to be thrilled when he had a possibility to flip Yvonne over in 

lots of placements when she had never even been touched by Samuel before. 

” You did an excellent task. If you require anything done in the future, do come and seek 

me. 

I’ll definitely aid you fix your troubles,” Gareth claimed. 

Harvey’s eyes were sinister. What other difficulty would certainly he have if Yvonne was 

taken care of? No one in the whole Sue household can compete with him for the chairman’s 

placement. 

His anger reached boiling point whenever he thought of Yvonne’s smug perspective as the 

project leader. 

 

She did not work out the smallest restriction when she obtained a brand-new automobile. 

” Brother Gareth, I have a demand that’s pretty ruthless,” Harvey said. 

” What is it?” 

” Do you mind allowing others find out about Yvonne’s partnership with you?” Harvey 

asked. 

Gareth was briefly shocked, but he recognized Harvey’s meaning at once and claimed, “Are 

you trying to use me to drive Yvonne out of the Sue family as well as ruin her online 

reputation entirely?” 

Seeing Gareth’s instead serious expression, Harvey gulped and stated fearfully, “Bro Gareth, 

I’ll think about other ways if you’re not keen.” 

” Hahaha.” Gareth patted Harvey on the shoulder and stated, “Why wouldn’t I want? I would 



certainly like for everybody to recognize that I f * cked Yvonne. It’s an honor, and also I’ll 

also have the ability to shove it in Samuel’s face. 

” Proceed as well as reveal everything. You don’t need to stress at all. Yvonne has currently 

made a notorious name for herself in Cloud City, and also that’s to state she will not be 

delighted to let me raise her and act as my little canary?” 

Harvey grinned faintly and also said, “In that case, I’ll do as you planned, Bro Gareth. After 

tomorrow, there’ll be hordes of males envying you. Yvonne’s an astonishment, you 

recognize.” 

Gareth licked his lips and clearly can not wait. 

The following day, Harvey got here in Yvonne’s workplace. 

” The time as well as place are already set. It had not been easy to speak to the individual, so 

don’t you back out. You know what Grandmother will do if this isn’t handled well,” Harvey 

stated to Yvonne. 

 

Deep in thought, he was thinking about exactly how Yvonne would be totally wrecked that 

evening and also can finally be asked to leave the Sue family members. 

Yvonne watched out for Harvey’s generosity. The previous evening, Samuel proposed that 

the events were probably associated with Harvey, so to avoid revealing anything, Yvonne 

simply reacted any which way, “Do not stress, I’ll go and also make sure it’s settled. 

I may need to dissatisfy you if you’re waiting to see me make a fool of myself.” 

Disappoint him? 

Harvey sneered. He would certainly not be dissatisfied in all since there would certainly be 

plenty of enjoyment in store for him to view. 

He even went to the degree of daydreaming the Sue family severing all connections with 

Yvonne after her affairs were subjected and also 10s of hundreds of Cloud City’s individuals 

repudiated her. 

By then, Yvonne would certainly resemble a homeless pet dog. 

The Sue family members disowned her while the entire of Cloud City would certainly treat 

her as a slut. 

The spineless Samuel would certainly after that become the main topic of Cloud City’s 

taunting. 

He never also touched his spouse of 3 years, yet she climbed into Gareth’s bed. 



Harvey asked yourself if the wimp was able to take such embarrassment. 

” Don’t be late. He’s an impatient individual.” 

After Harvey left the office, Yvonne called Samuel and also informed Samuel the time as well 

as address. 

It remained in a country farmhouse. 

There was definitely something fishy going on for a meeting to be kept in that type of 

location. Samuel called Johann and asked him to make plans. 

On that extremely night, Samuel would certainly make the other event regret his activities 

regardless of who the individual was. 

Barely moments after Harvey went back to his workplace, Yara then appeared sneakily. 

” What are you doing?” Harvey asked puzzlingly. 

Yara did not quite understand why Harvey would certainly wish to assist Yvonne. 

The chance was perfect for him to rub salt into the wound, but he remarkably did not take 

that opportunity. 

” Harvey, are you puzzled or something? Why do you wish to help Yvonne?” 

Yara asked. 

Harvey smiled, leaned against the back of the chair, as well as claimed, “You’re a very clever 

person. Why do you seem blinded with this matter?” 

” What do you imply?” Yara looked at Harvey in confusion. 

” Do you truly think I would certainly assist her?” 

“Are you saying this is a trap?” Yara asked. 

 


